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GASCO’s IMPACT
GASCo was founded in 1964 as the
General Aviation Safety Committee
to provide a forum in which all of
the General Aviation organisations
could meet to share safety
information with the aim of ensuring
the continued development of UK
General Aviation along safe lines.
There were only a few members in
those days but today almost every
organisation that represents those
who supply, maintain, control,
support, regulate and, fly nearly
every kind of flying machine is a
member of GASCo. They meet to
share experiences and ideas for the
improvement
of
flight
safety.
GASCo is a Charity funded by its
member
organisations,
pilots,
aviation authorities and other
generous
contributors.
Our
services include:
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 Provision of an independent
forum for the consideration of
General Aviation flight safety
issues
 Publishing Flight Safety
magazine and other reports
 Carrying out flight safety
education and promotion
through Safety Evenings,
Events and Seminars
 Supporting research into
flight safety related matters
 Membership of other
organisations
 Representation of GA safety
concerns and issues at
appropriate levels including
replying to consultations

If you are interested in finding
out more about GASCo or about
joining or volunteering email:
ce@gasco.org.uk
Making a difference to you as a GA
pilot, maintainer, medic or
operations/support person
Making a difference to your other
GA organisations

CONTENTS
This report provides a broad overview of GASCo’s activities during 2012 against the targets set by the Board on behalf of
the Council. Because the AGM is held in the summer, some more recent information is included so that a current picture
of activity is presented. The financial overview at the end of the report is based on the charitable company’s accounting
period from January to December 2012. The aim of the report is to explain what GASCo is, how we are governed and
funded and to highlight some of our achievements. This report is designed to demonstrate GASCo’s impact and the
difference that we make to and on behalf of our members, the aviation community and the general public.
For more information about GASCo visit www.gasco.org.uk. If you feel this report is missing information, please email
ce@gasco.org.uk and tell us what you would like to see included in our future impact reports.
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RICK PEACOCK-EDWARDS
Chairman, GASCo
At the end of my first year as Chairman of GASCo, it gives me great pleasure to
record the continued growth in safety promotional and educational activities
carried out by the Council. We have completed more safety evenings this year
and run more seminars than previously as well as supporting a variety of
General Aviation events. GASCo continues to be represented on a wide range
of committees and working groups and its contribution continues to be greatly
valued. None of this would be possible without our hard working volunteers on
the Council, Board and of course our growing team of Regional Safety Officers
who travel the length and breadth of the country delivering safety evenings,
supporting seminars and helping run GASCo events. This involves considerable
travel often late at night and in inclement weather and so I would like to take this
opportunity to register my thanks on behalf of the Board for their selfless
dedication to the cause of flight safety. I must also acknowledge the hard
working staff in the office at Rochester who support GASCo’s work with
unfailing cheerfulness and commitment. I met Mrs Gretchen Haskins, Head of
the CAA’s Safety Regulation Group, recently and she was similarly full of praise
for the work done by the Council, making particular mention of the successful
safety evening programme.

I know that we all want to see an even safer flying environment and I firmly
believe that this is entirely achievable. I hope to see GASCo’s involvement in the
effort to bring this about continue to grow in the years to come.

27th June 2013
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MEMBERSHIP
Council Members
GASCo’s vision is a reduction in GA
fatal accidents to as low as reasonably
possible. The cross fertilization of
safety ideas and management systems
is a key to achieving our vision and the
development of an inclusive, multidisciplinary membership base is vital
to success.
Membership remained generally healthy
throughout 2012 but
a number of
organisations
had
to
reduce
their
contributions due to the prevailing economic
conditions. Sadly a small minority did not
renew their membership and it is a high
priority to encourage them to rejoin as soon
as possible. On a positive note, we welcomed
the return of the RAF Inspectorate of Flight
Safety as members of the Council.

Airborne Services Limited (The Yakovlevs)
Aircraft Owners & Pilots Association - AOPA
Association of Aviation Medical Examiners AAME
Association of Licensed Aircraft Engineers ALAE
British Aerobatic Association - BAeA
British Balloon & Airship Club - BBAC
British Business & General Aviation
Association - BBGA
British Gliding Association - BGA
British Helicopter Association – BHA
British Medical Pilots Association - BMPA
British Microlight Aircraft Association - BMAA
British Model Flying Association - BMFA
British Parachute Association - BPA
British Rotorcraft Association - BRA
British Women Pilots Association – BWPA
Civil Aviation Authority - CAA
Flying Farmers Association - FFA

Guild of Air Pilots & Air Navigators - GAPAN
Guild of Air Traffic Control Officers – GATCO
Hayward Aviation Limited
Helicopter Club of Great Britain - HCGB
Historic Aircraft Association - HAA
Light Aircraft Association - LAA
Meteorological Office – Met Off
Mission Aviation Fellowship – MAF
NATS
PPL/IR Europe
Royal Aeronautical Society – RAeS
Royal Air Force Flight Safety
Royal Air Force Flying Clubs Association RAFFCA
Royal Institute of Navigation - RIN
Royal Meteorological Society – R Met S
Sherburn Aero Club
UK Flight Safety Committee – UKFSC
Vintage Aircraft Club - VAC
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ABOUT GASCo
 to collect, collate and
GASCo’s Mission
Our mission is to keep the number of
incidents and accidents in General
Aviation (GA) at the lowest number
possible using all practical means
available to educate, inform, train and
meet those involved with GA in order
to promote and improve its safe
operation.

GASCo’s Objects
The objects for which GASCO as a
charitable company is established are
to foster the development of General
Aviation in the United Kingdom along
safe lines by encouraging competence,
safety and good airmanship among
general aviation pilots and operators
and all concerned with general aviation
activity. They are set out below with
examples of activities undertaken in
2012 to support GASCo’s charitable
objects.
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disseminate flight safety
information among the users of
GA aircraft;
Examples of activity: GASCo maintains
its own website and it also runs the
FlyOnTrack for the Airspace & Safety
Initiative. It delivers Safety Evenings
for the CAA and publishes its own
independent flight safety magazine,
Flight Safety. Work started on the
construction of a new website in 2012
with the new site becoming operational
in February 2013. The CAA’s decision
to cease publication of its General
Aviation Safety Leaflet at the end of
2012 and concomitant reduction in
funding for Flight Safety forced GASCo
to rethink its communications strategy.
This is covered as a discrete Key
Objective in this report.

 to study all matters affecting or
which might affect flight safety in
UK GA and make
recommendations to relevant
parties;
Examples of activity: GASCo provided

a very full response to the DAP
consultation on The Policy for the
Introduction
of
a
Harmonised
Transition Altitude of 18000 ft in the
London and Scottish Flight Information
Regions on 3rd May 2012. This was
supported unanimously by the Council.
The work was led by Wg Cdr Gary
Coleman assisted by Mr Mike Barnard
with contributions from all members of
the Council.

 to bring together in conference
representatives of voluntary
organisations, government
departments, statutory
authorities and individuals;
Examples of activity: The principal
forum for this is the GASCo Council.
There were three meetings of the
Council in 2012. Members of the
GASCo Board also attended meetings
of the General Aviation Strategic
Forum,
the
General
Aviation
Consultative Committee, the Airspace
& Safety Initiative Communication &
Education Programme; The Airspace
Infringement Working Group, The
National Air Traffic Management

Advisory Committee, the NATS
General Aviation Partnership, the
General Aviation Board of the
Confidential Human Factors Incident
Reporting Programme, the Technical &
Air Safety Committee together with the
Education & Training Committee of the
Guild of Air Pilots and Air Navigators,
the General Aviation Specialist Group
of the Royal Aeronautical Society, the
General Aviation Navigation Group of
the Royal Institute of Navigation, the
UK Flight Safety Committee and the
European General Aviation Safety
Core Team. The Chief Executive is a
member of the European General
Aviation Safety Team (EGAST) and
the CAA’s Small Helicopter Safety
Group

Partnership. This project stalled in
2012 due to the personnel changes
within the During the interregnum,
GASCo went ahead with plans to form
an alliance with an academic partner to
assist with data analysis when the
partnership got underway. To this end
a Memorandum of Understanding was
drawn up between GASCo and
Coventry University to be executed in
time for the work to go ahead when the
new CAA Programme Manager has
decided the direction the partnership
might follow in the future.

 to arrange and provide for, or
join in arranging and providing
for, the holding of exhibitions,
meetings,
lectures,
classes,
seminars and training courses;

Four safety seminars were held at
Sheffield University, the RNLI College,
the AAIB and the Met Office. Short
safety seminars and desktop sessions
were run during AeroExpo and as part
of the Duxford Safety Bonus Days.

 to promote and carry out or
assist in promoting and carrying
out research, surveys and
investigations and publish the
useful results of such research,
surveys and investigations;
Examples of activity: The main
research project in 2012 was the
further analysis of data available
through the CAA’s RA2 study as part
of the
General Aviation Safety

Examples
of
activity:
GASCo
participated in AeroExpo, the LAA
Sywell Rally and The Flying Show,
Pre-Flight Challenges were run at all
three events. The Chief Executive
attended the microlight Trade Fair at
Popham earlier in the year and set up
a stand by courtesy of the BMAA in its
marquee.
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 to

collect and disseminate
information on all matters
affecting such objects and
exchange such information with
other bodies having similar
objects whether in this country
or overseas;

Examples of activity: A link was forged
with the newly formed General Aviation
Safety Council of Ireland (GASCI).
This promises to be a fruitful
arrangement leading to cooperation
and the exchange of information
between the two bodies. The GASCI
chairman, Mr Gerry Humphreys, was
invited to attend Council and Board
meetings as an observer during the
first quarter of 2013 and the invitation
has been extended to cover future
meetings. It is hoped that the GASCI
will become a full member of the
GASCo and that, its Chairman will
attend Board meetings as an observer.

 to procure to be written and
print, publish, issue and circulate
gratuitously or otherwise such
papers,
books,
periodicals,
pamphlets, other documents,
films, recorded tapes, CDs,
DVDs, websites and other media
as shall further such objects;
Examples of activity: With the aid of
Hayward Aviation, a series of cards
has been developed to support safety
evenings. This project is discussed in
more detail on Page 10. The GASCo
website
has
been
completely
redesigned
with
a
database
embedded.

Not a GA aircraft in sight! GASCo played its
part in disseminating information on Olympic
Airspace restrictions, notably through safety
evenings and events throughout the country
and the games were safe and secure.
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Key 2012 Project – GASCo/CAA Safety Evenings
Funded by the CAA and led by
GASCo, this very significant contract
gives the UK’s General Aviation
Community an active role in the
CAA’s safety education and
promotional activities through
GASCo.
Second time at one of these and I will come again
Very well presented and not too long. I could have
happily paid attention for another 30 minutes
Need to attract younger pilots and students. Same
old faces in the audience, so talking to the converted
Fantastic evening, thank you! I learnt so much and
will come to the next local safety evening
Very well presented. Also entertaining
External Validation
CAA personnel evaluated a
number of evenings all of which
were graded satisfactory.

GASCo’s Target for 2012

The Difference We Made

This year, we set out to beat our 2011
achievement of 31 evenings and delivered
45 evenings throughout the UK including an
evening in Dublin which was sponsored by
the General Safety Council of Ireland and
the Irish Aviation Authority. The increased
number of evenings was possible through
the recruitment of additional Regional Safety
Officers (RSO).

We evaluated all 45 safety evenings and
analysed results from over 1,600 completed
feedback forms.
The mean score lay
between good and excellent.
We also
looked at the modal scoring and were
pleased to see that the majority of attendees
rated the evening as excellent. Many textual
comments were received and the vast
majority were positive and helpful. All points
are fed back to the RSO team and a
proportion are followed up by the Chief
Executive.
We strive to improve our
presentation continuously and people
seemed genuinely interested in attending
future events. With an increasing number of
Regional Safety Officers (RSO), we will be
able to hold more safety evenings offering
increased availability and a choice of dates
for organisations and individuals. A key
concern remains that we are not reaching
some of the community that might benefit
most from attending as some of the
comments received indicate. The number of
flying instructors attending the evenings was
thought to be unrepresentative and efforts
will be made to encourage greater
attendance from this influential group within
the GA community.
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A total of 1,636 evaluation forms were collected
lead.this season. It
is estimated that this represents about a 90% response rate.
People were asked to rate the evening on a scale of 1 to 5 with
1 equating to an assessment of poor and 5, excellent. The
pattern of scoring is shown on the chart opposite.
New Ideas
The plastic wallet to hold the notes from
the evening and other useful items was
retained in 2012/13 thanks to the
generosity of Hayward Aviation Limited.
However, instead of a producing a
booklet containing notes to support the
presentation, a series of cards was
produced. The cards offered flexibility
and could be reused at other events.
This initiative was the brainchild of
Council member Matthew Day of
Hayward Aviation. Another facet of this
is that other organisations are able to
sponsor a card if they so wish to put
across particular safety ideas of their
own both for their members and the
wider community.
The first to take
advantage of this offer was the British
Helicopter Association with a card on
Helicopter
Precautionary
Landings
addressing the issue of helicopters
pressing on into bad weather. It is
hoped that others may follow the BHA’s
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Another initiative is the idea of making a
safety pledge at the end of the evening
and recording it on a credit card sized
piece of card emblazoned with the
GASCo lucky black cat as a way of
reinforcing the messages and learning
from the evening.

Key 2012 Project – Delivering More Safety Seminars
Running inexpensive safety seminars is a fundamental objective for GASCo. In 2011, the Board set a challenge to increase the
number of seminars held from previous years and in 2012, four seminars were held.

 Safety Aspects of Modern Technology in GA at
Sheffield University

 Ditching & Sea Survival at the RNLI College
This popular seminar has become a feature of the
GASCo calendar and receives excellent reviews.
Thanks to the excellent working realtionship between
GASCo and the RNLI College together with the support
provided by SEMS Aerosafe, it is hoped that this
seminar will be a feature of the GASCo safety
educational programme for many years to come.

Professor David Allerton of Sheffield University hosted
the event which included turnback manoeuvres,
navigation in poor weather and a session on the use of
modern technology including iPads in the cockpit. It was
a most successful and topical event which will be
repeated in 2013.
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 Helicopter Safety at the AAIB, Farnborough
This event held in May 2012 was one of the largest
seminars that GASCo has held in recent years. There
was great demand for it from GA helicopter pilots and
the seminar was supported by the CAA’s Small
Helicopter Safety Group.
It featured a panel of
helicopter experts who answered questions from the
floor at the end which stimulated a lively and interesting
discussion.

.
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 Weather Decision Making at the Met Office
Instructors from the Met Office College provided first
class instruction on this popular seminar aimed at
increasing pilots’ awareness of the wider meteorological
situation in which they fly including air mass theory and
interpreting briefing statements.
The seminar included an optional tour of the operations
room and a look at the supercomputer which runs the
model used as the basis for world-wide weather
forecasting.

Key 2012 Project - Communications
The future of GASCo’s popular in house magazine became a major preoccupation from
September 2012 onwards when we were informed that the CAA would be seeking to set up a
new communication strategy for General Aviation safety matters. GASCo was invited to tender
for this work and a great deal of effort was expended on producing a compelling and innovative
proposal in collaboration with our publishers, EFTN. In the event, we were unsuccessful in our
bid but the work that was done will not be wasted.
The GASCo/EFTN bid proposed an integrated flight safety educational and promotional
system. It is too early to say whether the CAA’s new system will achieve the same thing but it
has prompted the Council to consider developing a more structured way of ensuring that the
flight safety message reaches the widest audience possible. We now believe that we will be
able to continue the printed version of Flight Safety and distribute it on a subscription basis.
This will ensure the retention of our capable, independent editorial team thereby enabling us to
launch a free email newsletter in 2013 to be followed by an on-line app based version of the
magazine subject to funds being able to support the latter. From August 2013, subscribers will
also have access to a ‘page turner’ PDF version of the magazine.
The survey work undertaken to test the viability of a GASCo produced magazine, yielded much
useful feedback which will be used by the editorial team to make the magazine even more
relevant to the General Aviation community’s safety needs.
Meanwhile, the GASCo website has been renovated with the important addition of a database facility which works behind the scenes
to ensure that subscribers’ records are maintained efficiently and securely and that distribution lists and subscriptions can be dealt
with easily and quickly. Honorary Council member, John Thorpe provides engineering and accident data and highlights areas of
airworthiness concern in the same way as the CAA’s General Aviation Safety Information Leaflet used to do, albeit without the benefit
of knowledge of any follow-up action taken by the Authority.
.
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FUTURE PLANS & PROJECTS
The CAA General Aviation Safety
Partnership
As mentioned earlier in the report,
progress on developing the partnership
has been disappointing. All of this is set to
change following the appointment of
former GASCo Director, Mike Barnard as
the CAA’s General Aviation Programme
Manager in June 2013. Much could alter
including the realization that a separate
partnership might be unnecessary given
that in many ways, GASCo could be seen
as already providing the same forum. The
Memorandum of Understanding with
Coventry University offers potential
research assignments specifically directed
at areas of concern such as Loss of
Control Inflight. It also offers data
analysis tools and resources which could
be used to develop the GA section within
the UK’s State Safety Plan.
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Research Project into the Safety
Implications of Modern technology
in General Aviation
In addition to the possibility of academic
project work through Coventry University,
the possibility still exists for a research
project at Sheffield University (PhD
project) to gather data on the safety
implications of modern technology in the
cockpit, for example, the use of iPads.
The project would be simulator based and
would gather data by flying a series of
controlled scenarios and monitoring the
pilot’s workload and device usage,
instrument scan and lookout using eye
cameras. This has not yet been taken
forward because of a lack of resources.
There is still enthusiasm for research into
the wider use of simulation in General
Aviation through affordable flight
simulation and serious gaming. There is
an opportunity for GASCo to become
involved in this activity.

Increasing the number of
GASCo/CAA Safety Evenings
With more RSOs, it should be possible to
deliver more evenings in 2013/14 than in
2012/13 even though the total of 45 was
impressive. A ‘stretch’ target of 60
evenings has been set by Chief Executive
but this is entirely dependent on the
availability of RSOs as well as the budget.

Fundraising
Fundraising at safety evenings and events
was markedly improved over previous
years and techniques for collections have
been refined. In 2013/14, there will be a
big effort to increase the number of Flight
Safety subscriptions.
The GASCo Performance App has been
delayed further due to the prospect of
better financial arrangements coming
available.

GOVERNANCE AND BOARD

2012 Board Members

The General Aviation Safety Council (GASCo) meets
three times a year including an Annual General
Meeting.

Mike Barnard LAA(appointed 12th July 2012)
John Broad VAC
John Brownlow CB OBE FRAeS RAeS (Vice Chairman)
Peter Claiden BGA (appointed 12th July 2012)
Gary Coleman RAFFCA
George Done AOPA UK
Gerald Hackemer (retired as Chairman 12th July 2012)
Mike Jackson Independent (Treasurer)
Tricia Nelmes BWPA
Rick Peacock-Edwards (Chairman w.e.f. 12th July 2012)
Brian Pickard AAME (retired 12th July 2012)
Geoff Weighell BMAA

An elected board oversees the direction and
management of the charitable company on behalf of
the Council. Board members are directors of the
charitable company for the purposes of the
Companies Act and are also the Trustees of the
charity. The board meets four times a year and
follows an annual business cycle. Board members
are routinely involved in other aspects of GASCo’s
work, attending various General Aviation meetings
and acting as ambassadors for GASCo. The board
consists of up to ten full members elected by the
Council.
The board appoints a chief executive who is not a
member of the Board but attends Council and Board
meetings and also performs the duties of company
secretary.

The chairman, vice chairman and treasurer form the
officers of the board. For further information about
our board, please contact the Company Secretary on
0163 4200203.
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FINANCE
This summary financial information is
taken from the full Trustees’ annual
report and statutory financial
statements, which were approved by
the Trustees on 19th April 2013. The
statutory financial statements, on
which the independent
examiners,Chavereys, Chartered
Accountants, provided a report, have
been submitted to the Registrar of
Companies and the Charity
Commission.

This summary information may not
contain sufficient information to gain a
complete understanding of the financial
affairs of the charity. The full Trustees’
report, statutory financial statements
and auditors’ report may be obtained
from the Company Secretary or
downloaded from the GASCo website:
www.gasco.org.uk

There was a surplus of incoming
resources over expenditure during
2012 amounting to £7,427.

Rick Peacock-Edwards
Chairman, GASCo
Signed on behalf of the Trustees
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HOW WE RAISED OUR INCOME OF £ 111,488 IN 2012
IN 2012
IN 2010

HOW WE SPENT £ 104,061 IN 2012
IN 2012

Income 2011

Expenditure 2011
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THANK YOU
All the work that GASCo does would not be possible without the help and support of a number of people and
organisations. We would like to take this opportunity to thank all the individuals, partner organisations and
associations and funding bodies that make the work we do possible.
Most of all we would like to thank all GASCo members.

Andy Sephton after giving a very popular and well attended
talk on preventing Stall/Spin accidents at AeroExpo 2012
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